Nightmares Tamed
The Bad Dream by Jim Aylesworth Pic J Ayl
When a little boy is awakened by a bad dream, his parents comfort him by
reminding him that nightmares are not real.
The Berenstain Bears and the Bad Dream by Stan and Jan Berenstain Pic J
Berenstain
After viewing a scary movie about the Spacegrizzlies, Brother Bear has a
nightmare.
Nicky and the Big, Bad Wolves by Valeri Gorbachev Pic J Gorbachev
Nicky the rabbit has a bad dream about being chased by lots of hungry wolves,
but his mother has a solution to his distress.
Little Mouse's Big Book of Fears by Emily Gravett Pic J Gravett
Little Mouse draws pictures of some of the many things he is afraid of, including
creepy crawlies, sharp knives, and having accidents, and provides the correct
scientific name for each of his fears.
Alexander and the Dragon by Katharine Holabird Pic J Hol
A very small boy is afraid of the dark, especially when the shadow under his bed
becomes a fierce dragon. He soon learns, however, that even dragons have their
gentle side.
There's a Monster under My Bed by James Howe Pic J How
Simon is sure there are monsters under his bed in the night--he can even hear
them breathing.
The Dream Jar by Lindan Lee Johnson Pic J Johnson
When a young girl has nightmares, her sister helps her by sharing the secret of
the dream jar.
Little Rabbit and the Night Mare by Kate Klise Pic J Klise
Little Rabbit is so worried about his first school report that his sleep is troubled by
a terrifying Night Mare.
There's a Nightmare in my Closet by Mercer Mayer Pic J May
(No summary in record)
Engelbert Sneem and his Dream Vacuum Machine by Daniel Postgate Pic J
Postgate
Englebert Sneem steals the happy dreams of sleeping children and keeps them
for himself, but the tables are turned when one child has a nightmare about the
thief.

What's Under My Bed? By James Stevenson Pic J Ste
Grandpa tells his two young houseguests a story about his own childhood when
he was scared at bedtime.

